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Modernity with morality 
 
 Every civilization on earth prevails with its universal 
constant, which is called as Morality, which one are 

ours?  
 

 

 

Could any society be driven without morality? Whatever and of so what heights 

would have been any change in any period of ages and civilizations, each would 

have been driven with a minimum set of morality and this fact rules across 

geographical, skin, color, race and language boundaries.  

 

The flag bearers of change, introducers of modernity in society have been 

struggling with these questions and only those who were able to justify their 

modernity with morality got success in convincing and ruling the hearts of 

societies.  

 

Alas! Hardly any such influencer in current India understands this component of 

societal existence. They are so adamant that they don't even want to talk about 

what relates the modernity with morality. They seem so anxious and side by side 

curious that they can't gaze the impacts of modernity void of morality....in any 

mean can a modernity void of morality be called as civilization?.....where are we 

leading to ourselves??? 

 

What is common in both for modernity and morality is change and rectification. 

But irony of the day is that we just care about being or seen modern, never the 

less it carries its set of morality or not.   

 

Set of morality with each kind of modernity is like a toolbox or if to say in 

technological terms a firewall to protect you from viruses. And see the magnitude 

of carelessness that we don't even bother to build firewalls around us and 

running as an uncontrolled directionless society. 

 

And it is due the absence of these firewalls of morality that all kind of crimes 

(professional as well as social both) are on exponential hype.  

 

Best example of toolbox/firewall given by Shri. Virender Sehrawat Ji (MD 

at Gohana Sugramill) as: 



Parallels of morality or firewalls exist in the Nature. There are many constants 

which do not brook any interference in their set values, come what may. 

Examples of these universal constants: 

• Gravitational constant 

• Avogadro's number 

• Planck's constant 

• Amount of Charge on an electron 

• Masses of elementary particles 

• Speed of light 

• Relation of Energy= mass*speed of light*speed of light 

• Disciplined dynamism needed as against anarchical annihilation. 

 

So in similar way, any kind of modernization can’t be a civilization until it carries 

with its set of universal constant/firewall/toolbox, which is called as Morality. 
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